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Abstract
With the increasing influence of social media platforms, it has become crucial to develop automated
systems capable of detecting instances of sexism and other disrespectful and hateful behaviors to
promote a more inclusive and respectful online environment. Nevertheless, these tasks are considerably
challenging considering different hate categories and the author’s intentions, especially under the learning
with disagreements regime. This paper describes AI-UPV team’s participation in the EXIST (sEXism
Identification in Social neTworks) Lab at CLEF 2023 [1, 2]. The proposed approach aims at addressing the
task of sexism identification and characterization under the learning with disagreements paradigm by
training directly from the data with disagreements, without using any aggregated label. Yet, performances
considering both soft and hard evaluations are reported. The proposed system uses large language models
(i.e., mBERT and XLM-RoBERTa) and ensemble strategies for sexism identification and classification in
English and Spanish. In particular, our system is articulated in three different pipelines. The ensemble
approach outperformed the individual large language models obtaining the best performances both
adopting a soft and a hard label evaluation. This work describes the participation in all the three EXIST
tasks, considering a soft evaluation, it obtained fourth place in Task 2 at EXIST and first place in Task 3,
with the highest ICM-Soft of−2.32 and a normalized ICM-Soft of 0.79. The source code of our approaches
is publicly available at https://github.com/AngelFelipeMP/Sexism-LLM-Learning-With-Disagreement.
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1. Introduction

Sexism in online content represents a significant challenge in maintaining inclusive and fair dig-
ital environments. In addition, cultural differences [3], misinformation [4], and hateful behavior
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[5] aggravate it. Many women from all around the world have reported abuses, discrimination,
and other sexist situations in real life on social media. Social networks are also contributing
to the spread of sexism and other disrespectful and hateful behaviors. While social platforms
such as Twitter are constantly developing new ways to identify and eliminate hateful content,
they face numerous challenges when dealing with the massive amount of data generated by
users. In this context, automated tools are adopted not only to assist in detecting and alerting
against sexist behaviors, but also in estimating how frequently sexist and abusive phenomena
are faced on social media platforms, what forms of sexism are more diffused, and how those
harmful messages are spread.
Traditional sexism detection systems often rely on predefined labels and fixed perspectives,
which may fail to capture the complexity and subjectivity inherent in sexist statements. De-
tecting and mitigating sexism remains a challenging task due to the subjective nature of its
assessment. Perspectivism, on the other hand, provides a viable approach for improving detec-
tion by incorporating multiple opinions and viewpoints.
An important contribution in this field, that aims at tackling the problem of sexism identification
under the paradigm of learning with disagreements has been given by the EXIST 2023: sEXism
Identification in Social neTworks [1, 2].
In this paper, we address all the tasks proposed in the challenge, which cover different granu-
larities and perspectives of sexism classification. In particular, we proposed a Large Language
Model (LLM) ensemble-based strategy to predict both soft levels that reflect the set of labels
provided by the annotators and hard labels derived from the aggregation of different annotators’
perspectives.
The paper is organized as follows. An overview of the state of the art is provided in Section 2
focusing both on Sexism Detection and Perspectivism. Details about the shared task and the
related datasets are reported in Section 3 and Section 4 respectively. In Section 5 the proposed
approach is detailed focusing on the adopted prediction models, the proposed ensemble ap-
proach, and the post-processing operations. In Section 6, the results achieved by the proposed
models are reported. Finally, conclusions and future research directions are summarized in
Section 7.

2. Related Work

Sexism, defined as prejudice, stereotyping, or discrimination based on gender, is a pervasive
issue affecting individuals across various contexts. The advent of digital platforms has amplified
the reach and impact of sexist content, necessitating the development of automated systems to
detect and counteract sexism. Researchers have proposed several approaches to address this
issue, ranging from rule-based methods [6] to more advanced machine-learning techniques to
address the problem of sexism detection mostly from a linguistic perspective [7, 8], with only a
few attempts to tackle the problem from a visual or multimodal point of view [9, 10].
The majority of state-of-the-art approaches leveraged machine learning techniques, particularly
relying on pre-trained LLM.
However, traditional approaches to sexism detection often overlook the complexity and subjec-
tivity inherent in describing sexist behavior.



Sexism can in fact be further categorized in different forms according to the intention of the
author, or the type of sexism. In the EXIST 2021 and 2022 challenges [11, 12] five classes of
sexism have been detected: “Ideological and inequality”, “Stereotyping and dominance”, “Objec-
tification”, “Sexual violence” and “Misogyny and non-sexual violence”. Similarly at SemEval
2023 – Task 10 – Explainable Detection of Online Sexism (EDOS) [13], provided a new tax-
onomy for the more explainable classification of sexism in three hierarchical levels – binary
sexism detection, category of sexism, and fine-grained vector of sexism. As emerged from the
leaderboard, top systems use multiple models or ensembles, and many top systems apply further
pre-training and multi-task learning [7, 14, 15].
Despite the recent advances in employing attention mechanisms and other deep learning ap-
proaches, the detection of sexism [8] and hate speech [16] in general is still considered a major
challenge, especially, when dealing with social media text written in low-resource languages,
such as Arabic [17].
Multilingual LLM, especially if encapsulated in Ensemble methods, have been proven to be a
robust solution to address this task [18, 7]. A considerable contribution in the field is represented
by challenges’ tasks like AMI IberEval, Evalita and EXIST. AMI IberEval 2018 [19] proposed two
shared tasks mainly focused on tackling the problem of misogyny on Twitter, in three different
languages, namely English, Italian, and Spanish.
Despite the problem of sexism is mostly addressed from a textual perspective, a growing field
of research is tackling the problem from visual or multimodal point of view. Sexist content
can in fact be represented also in images or in a multimodal form. From a visual perspective,
most of the available investigations relate to offensive, non-compliant, or pornographic content
detection [20, 21, 22], while from a multimodal point of view, the main contribution is given
by the Hateful Meme challenge: Detecting Hate Speech in multimodal Memes [23], where one of
the targets of hateful memes were women and by SemEval-2022 Task 5: Multimedia Automatic
Misogyny Identification (MAMI)[24] that focused on misogyny recognition in memes.
Finally, many research papers give emphasis to an open issue in sexism detection: the presence
of bias that could affect the real performance of the models. In this research area, bias analysis
is still in its infancy with only a few contributions addressing the problem considering textual
data and sexism identification [25, 26, 27, 9].
While the aforementioned studies have made substantial contributions to detecting sexism,
they frequently approach the problem as an objective concept without considering taking into
account the complexities and differing perspectives around it. Sexism may, in fact, take several
forms depending on cultural, societal, and individual factors.
Recognizing the importance of addressing perspectivism, some researchers have investigated
methods to include a more nuanced understanding of the tasks in detection systems [28]. How-
ever, only a few of them investigated perspectivism in sexism detection. For example, Kalra
and Zubiaga [29] explore the errors made by classification models and discusses the difficulty
in automatically classifying sexism due to the subjectivity of the labels and the complexity of
natural language used in social media.
The attention to perspectivism is also reflected in the challenges with an increasing num-
ber of tasks that consider the level of agreement of the annotators in the form of soft labels.
For instance, EXIST 2023 [1, 2], addresses sexism identification at different granularities and
perspectives under the learning with disagreements paradigm.



3. Task Description

EXIST aims to detect sexism in a broad sense, from explicit misogyny to other subtle expressions
that involve implicit sexist behaviors (EXIST 2021 [11], EXIST 2022 [12]). The main task of
the new edition of EXIST is to develop models able to capture sexism in all its forms, while
considering the perspective of the learning with disagreements paradigm.
The EXIST Lab at CLEF 2023 [1, 2] is articulated in three different tasks that address sexism
identification at different granularities and perspectives:

TASK 1: Sexism Identification. The first task addresses sexism identification as a binary
problem, requiring the systems to classify if a tweet contains sexist expressions or behaviors
(i.e., it is sexist itself, describes a sexist situation or criticizes a sexist behavior) or not.

TASK 2: Source Intention. The second task focuses on classification of the message in
accordance with the author’s intentions (distinguishing between “Direct”, “Reported”, and
“Judgemental”), which sheds light on the part social networks play in the creation and spread of
sexist messages.

TASK 3: Sexism Categorization. The third task aims to categorize tweet into different types
of sexism (i.e., “Ideological and Inequality”, “Stereotyping and Dominance”, “Objectification”,
“Sexual Violence”, and “Misogyny and Non-sexual Violence”) that reflect different focus of
sexism attitudes ranging from domestic and parenting roles, career opportunities to sexual
image.
The challenge also faces the sexism identification from the perspective of the learning with
disagreements paradigm introducing two evaluations approaches for each task:

• Soft Evaluation. This is the evaluation under the learning with disagreements paradigm.
Systems performances are evaluated through a soft-soft evaluation that compares the
probabilities assigned by the system with the probabilities assigned by the set of human
annotators. In this case, the evaluation measure is ICM-Soft [1, 2], while additional
evaluation measures such as Cross Entropy are also reported.

• Hard Evaluation. Systems performances are also evaluated on the hard label derived
from the different annotators’ labels, through a probabilistic threshold computed for each
task. The adopted evaluation measure is the original ICM [30]. F1 Score is also reported.

Additionally, for systems that provide a hard output a hard-soft evaluation is evaluated, com-
paring the categories assigned by the system with the probabilities assigned to each category in
the ground truth with ICM-Soft.

4. Dataset

The EXIST 2023 dataset incorporates multiple types of sexist expressions, including descriptive
or reported assertions where the sexist message is a description of sexist behavior.
In particular, the dataset is composed of more than 10,000 tweets both in English and Spanish,



divided into a test set (2,076 tweets), a development set (1,038 tweets), and a training set (6,920
tweets).

For each sample, the following attributes are provided in a JSON format:

• id_EXIST: a unique identifier for the tweet.
• lang: the language of the text (“en” or “es”).
• tweet: the text of the tweet.
• number_annotators: the number of persons that have annotated the tweet.
• annotators: a unique identifier for each of the annotators.
• gender_annotators: the gender of the different annotators (“F” or “M”, for female and

male respectively).
• age_annotators: the age group of the different annotators (grouped in “18–22”, “23–45”,

or “46+”).
• labels_task1: a set of labels (one for each of the annotators) that indicate if the tweet

contains sexist expressions or refers to sexist behaviors or not (“YES” or “NO”).
• labels_task2: a set of labels (one for each of the annotators) recording the intention of

the person who wrote the tweet (“DIRECT”, “REPORTED”, “JUDGEMENTAL”, “–”, and
“UNKNOWN”).

• labels_task3: a set of arrays of labels (one array for each of the annotators) in-
dicating the type or types of sexism that are found in the tweet (“IDEOLOGICAL-
INEQUALITY”, “STEREOTYPING-DOMINANCE”, “OBJECTIFICATION”, “SEXUAL-
VIOLENCE”, “MISOGYNY-NON-SEXUAL-VIOLENCE”, “–”, and “UNKNOWN”).

• split: subset within the dataset the tweet belongs to (“TRAIN”, “DEV”, “TEST” +
“EN”/“ES”).

It is important to note that since hard labels for Tasks 2 and 3 are assigned only if the tweet has
been labeled as sexist (label “YES” for Task 1), the label “–” is assigned to not sexist tweets in
Tasks 2 and 3, while the label “UNKNOWN” is assigned to those tweets where the annotators
did not provide a label. The test set includes only the following attributes: “id_EXIST”, “lang”,
“tweet”, and “split”.

5. Proposed Approach

In this Section, the proposed approach to address all the tasks is described.
Inspired by the state-of-the-art results, we propose an ensemble method to combine two
transformer-based models: namely mBERT and XLM-RoBERTa. The proposed approach focuses
on soft label predictions, while the hard labels are directly derived by selecting the most probable
ones.

BERT Base Multilingual. BERT Base Multilingual [31], also called “mBERT”, is a widely used
language model that has made substantial progress in the field of natural language processing.
mBERT performs well in tasks like text classification, named entity identification, and question
answering thanks to its bidirectional context. Additionally, mBERT has been pre-trained on a



large corpus of text from various languages, enabling it to capture language-specific patterns
and nuances.
mBERT has been used by researchers to successfully identify and categorize hate speech across
a variety of areas and languages [32, 33]. Furthermore, mBERT is an effective tool for identifying
hate speech and creating safer online settings because of its contextual awareness and capacity
to identify subtle linguistic patterns.

XLM-RoBERTa. Cross-lingual Language Model-RoBERTa [34], also called “XLM-RoBERTa”,
is a state-of-the-art language model that combines the benefits of cross-lingual pretraining and
RoBERTa. The usage of parallel data from various languages during pre-training enables it to
effectively transfer information between languages and therefore to comprehend and produce
text in a variety of languages. XLM-RoBERTa was adopted on a variety of natural language
processing tasks, including text categorization, named entity identification, and machine
translation. XLM-RoBERTa is widely adopted by researchers in multilingual situations because
of its robustness in managing multilingual data and its proficiency in cross-lingual transfer.
Moreover, researchers have used XLM-RoBERTa to identify hate speech in multilingual settings,
a task for which the model’s capacity to handle several languages is crucial. It has been
demonstrated that XLM-RoBERTa can detect hate speech in a variety of languages, including
English, Spanish, and Arabic [35, 36, 37]. It can generalize well and identify hate speech in
many language situations thanks to its cross-linguistic transfer abilities.

The proposed approach is articulated in the following steps that have been repeated for each
EXIST task:

• Hyperparameters Selection. The aim of the first phase is to identify the most suitable
number of fine-tuning epochs for our two LLMs. The two selected models have been
implemented using the hugging face framework [38] and fine-tuned in the EXIST training
dataset with 1 up to 10 epochs. Each model has then been evaluated on the EXIST
validation dataset.

• Model Training. The training phase has the main goal of learning directly with soft
labels. The parameter identified through the previous phase has been used to fine-tune the
final models, on the whole dataset obtained via the union of the training and validation
dataset.

• Model Predictions. The predictions related to the soft labels, both from the fine-tuned
single models and from their aggregation given by an ensemble model, have been com-
puted. First, we obtain the predicted probabilities for each model separately on the EXIST
test set. Then, we combined the probabilities given by the mBERT and XLM-RoBERTa
models by estimating the mean of their predicted probabilities.

• Prediction Adjustment. To ensure that the predicted probabilities are compliant with
respect to the number of annotators, we performed the following operation: given the
probability distribution of a model, we selected the most similar distribution according
to cosine similarity with the feasible distributions. This operation allowed adjusting the
obtained discrete probability distribution to the nearest ones that match the number of
annotators, while ensuring a stochastic distribution for Tasks 1 and 2. This ensures that



the final prediction is consistent with the number of annotators and avoids any potential
errors that may arise from the usage of raw predictions.

The hard labels can be derived directly from the predicted soft labels by selecting the most
probable label. The proposed framework has been instantiated according to the following three
different approaches, depicted in Figure 1:

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the proposed pipeline.

AI-UPV_1: Model Selection. The first submission refers to the predictions returned by the
best-performing model. In particular, both mBERT and XLM-RoBERTa are trained on EXIST
training data and evaluated on the EXIST validation data in order to identify, not only the
most suitable number of fine-tuning epochs (as described above) but also to identify the best
performing model for each of the EXIST tasks. The predictions obtained from the selected
model (i.e., BERT or XLM-RoBERTa) trained on the whole EXIST dataset (obtained by the union
of the training and validation datasets) are reported as AI-UPV_1.

AI-UPV_2: Ensemble Model. The second submission refers to the predictions returned by a
naive ensemble model. In particular, the final label is determined through a mean aggregation
function that considers both fine-tuned models (i.e., mBERT and XLM-RoBERTa).

AI-UPV_3: Adjusted Ensemble Model. The third submission refers to the adjusted ensemble
model predictions. Once the hyperparameters have been selected and the models have been
trained, the ensemble computes the average probabilities considering the predictions given
by mBERT and XLM-RoBERTa to then adjust such estimations according to the number of
evaluators.



6. Results and Discussion

In this section, the results obtained through our participation in the challenge are reported and
compared with the baselines provided by the organizers. Regarding the Baselines, three main
approaches have been considered:

• Majority Class: non-informative baseline that classifies all instances according to the
majority class.

• Minority Class: non-informative baseline that classifies all instances using the minority
class.

• Gold: since the ICM measure is unbounded, a baseline based on an oracle that perfectly
predicts the ground truth is considered to provide the best possible reference.

We report in the following tables the results obtained by the proposed approaches and the
baselines, distinguishing between the tasks and the languages considered in the challenge.
Table 1 shows the results for EXIST Task 1 on all (English and Spanish) instances; the best-
performing model (i.e., AI-UPV_2) achieved seventh place in the global ranking considering a
soft evaluation.

Table 1
Results of the proposed approaches for Task 1 on all test instances (English + Spanish).

ICM-Soft ICM-Soft Norm Cross Entropy ICM-Hard ICM-Hard Norm F1

EXIST2023_gold 3.12 1 0.55 0.99 1 1
EXIST2023_majority_class −2.36 0.12 4.61 −0.44 0.08 0
EXIST2023_minority_class −3.07 0 5.36 −0.57 0 0.57

AI-UPV_1 (Model Selection) 0.54 0.58 1.55 0.47 0.67 0.74
AI-UPV_2 (Ensemble) 0.73 0.61 1.36 0.51 0.69 0.76
AI-UPV_3 (Adj. Ensemble) 0.68 0.61 1.64 0.51 0.69 0.76

Analogously Tables 2 and 3 present the results for Task 1 on Spanish and English instances,
respectively. In this case, we can highlight that the proposed approaches perform in an analogous
way in both languages, considering that no strong performance variations between them can
be observed.

Table 2
Results of the proposed approaches for Task 1 on ES (Spanish) instances.

ICM-Soft ICM-Soft Norm Cross Entropy ICM-Hard ICM-Hard Norm F1

EXIST2023_gold 3.12 1 0.52 1.00 1 1
EXIST2023_majority_class −2.54 0.01 4.96 −0.49 0.01 0
EXIST2023_minority_class −2.57 0 5.01 −0.51 0 0.61

AI-UPV_1 (Model Selection) 0.60 0.56 1.52 0.46 0.64 0.76
AI-UPV_2 (Ensemble) 0.74 0.58 1.33 0.49 0.66 0.77
AI-UPV_3 (Adj. Ensemble) 0.70 0.58 1.61 0.51 0.67 0.78

Considering the differences of the ICM-Soft – which is the official evaluation measure – it is
possible to conclude that: (i) all the proposed models outperformed the proposed baselines, both



Table 3
Results of the proposed approaches for Task 1 on EN (English) instances.

ICM-Soft ICM-Soft Norm Cross Entropy ICM-Hard ICM-Hard Norm F1

EXIST2023_gold 3.11 1 0.58 0.98 1 1
EXIST2023_majority_class −2.20 0.23 4.22 −0.40 0.16 0
EXIST2023_minority_class −3.82 0 5.75 −0.66 0 0.53

AI-UPV_1 (Model Selection) 0.42 0.61 1.60 0.47 0.69 0.72
AI-UPV_2 (Ensemble) 0.67 0.65 1.40 0.52 0.72 0.74
AI-UPV_3 (Adj. Ensemble) 0.59 0.64 1.67 0.50 0.71 0.73

considering all samples and the language-dependent splits, (ii) the inclusion of an ensemble
approach introduces a significant improvement in performances, and (iii) the adjustment opera-
tion slightly penalizes the ensemble performances.
We report in Tables 4, 5 and 6, the results related to the Exist Task 2, distinguishing between the
results on the overall dataset and single languages. Regarding the overall dataset, the proposed
AI-UPV_2 achieved the fourth place in the global ranking considering the soft evaluation.

Table 4
Results of the proposed approaches for Task 2 on all test instances (English + Spanish).

ICM-Soft ICM-Soft Norm Cross Entropy ICM-Hard ICM-Hard Norm F1

EXIST2023_gold 6.21 1 0.91 1.54 1 1
EXIST2023_majority_class −5.45 0.70 4.62 −0.95 0.47 0.16
EXIST2023_minority_class −32.96 0 8.85 −3.15 0 0.03

AI-UPV_1 (Model Selection) −4.36 0.73 3.02 0.12 0.70 0.49
AI-UPV_2 (Ensemble) −1.68 0.80 2.17 0.20 0.71 0.50
AI-UPV_3 (Adj. Ensemble) −1.77 0.80 2.54 0.19 0.71 0.50

Table 5
Results of the proposed approaches for Task 2 on ES (Spanish) instances

ICM-Soft ICM-Soft Norm Cross Entropy ICM-Hard ICM-Hard Norm F1

EXIST2023_gold 6.24 1 0.89 1.60 1 1
EXIST2023_majority_class −5.67 0.66 4.97 −1.04 0.42 0.15
EXIST2023_minority_class −28.71 0 8.76 −2.94 0 0.03

AI-UPV_1 (Model Selection) −4.01 0.71 3.04 0.13 0.68 0.51
AI-UPV_2 (Ensemble) −1.61 0.78 2.16 0.18 0.69 0.51
AI-UPV_3 (Adj. Ensemble) −1.66 0.77 2.53 0.16 0.68 0.51

It is important to note that, although Task 2 is more challenging than task 1, the proposed
approach performs in a very competitive way when comparing the obtained ICM-Soft-Norm and
ICM-Hard Norm with the corresponding values obtained in Task 1 (See Table 1). This suggests
that by deepening the labeling taxonomy, the model is prone to make suitable predictions at
lower granularity levels. This means that the intention of sexism can be considered as simpler
task than distinguishing what is sexist from what is not. These results are also confirmed by



Table 6
Results of the proposed approaches for Task 2 on EN (English) instances.

ICM-Soft ICM-Soft Norm Cross Entropy ICM-Hard ICM-Hard Norm F1

EXIST2023_gold 6.12 1 0.94 1.44 1 1
EXIST2023_majority_class −5.20 0.75 4.23 −0.85 0.53 0.17
EXIST2023_minority_class −39.49 0 8.96 −3.47 0 0.02

AI-UPV_1 (Model Selection) −5.09 0.75 3.00 0.09 0.72 0.45
AI-UPV_2 (Ensemble) −1.91 0.82 2.18 0.19 0.75 0.48
AI-UPV_3 (Adj. Ensemble) −2.06 0.82 2.56 0.19 0.74 0.47

the performance on single languages, where no substantial differences are observed between
English and Spanish (Tables 6 and 5 respectively).

Table 7
Results of the proposed approaches for Task 3 on all test instances (English + Spanish).

ICM-Soft ICM-Soft Norm ICM-Hard ICM-Hard Norm F1

EXIST2023_gold 9.47 1 2.15 1 1
EXIST2023_majority_class −8.71 0.67 −15.98 0.29 0.11
EXIST2023_minority_class −46.11 0 −31.30 0 0.03

AI-UPV_1 (Model Selection) −3.34 0.77 −0.19 0.56 0.47
AI-UPV_2 (Ensemble) −2.56 0.78 −0.25 0.54 0.48
AI-UPV_3 (Adj. Ensemble) −2.32 0.79 −0.58 0.48 0.42

Table 7 finally shows the results for the EXIST Task 3 on the entire dataset, where the main goal
was to distinguish between different types of sexism. In this case, the best-performing model,
i.e. AI-UPV_3, ranked first in the global ranking considering the soft evaluation, achieving an
ICM-Soft Norm value equal to 0.79. Differently from what has been observed for the previous
tasks, the prediction adjustment significantly improves the ensemble performances related to
the soft evaluation. In this case, the task is even more complex than the previous ones because it
is based on a fine-grained labeling schema that also depends on the previous levels of annotation.
By comparing the current ICM-Soft value achieved by the AU-UPV_3 approach (0.79) with
the corresponding one reported in Table 4 (0.80), the capabilities of the model at the lower
level of the hierarchy are still maintained. This confirms the ability of the model at addressing
fine-grained predictions. Analogously results can be grasped by looking at Tables 8 and 9 that
focus on Spanish and English instances, respectively.

7. Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a large language models-based ensemble strategy to address the task
of sexism identification under the paradigm of learning with disagreements.
The achieved results highlight how the adoption of ensembles can significantly improve the
results obtained by the individual models. We developed a simple average ensemble strategy,
however, the investigation of more complex ensemble strategies with the proposed system



Table 8
Results of the proposed approaches for Task 3 on ES (Spanish) instances.

ICM-Soft ICM-Soft Norm ICM-Hard ICM-Hard Norm F1

EXIST2023_gold 9.61 1 2.24 1 1
EXIST2023_majority_class −9.03 0.66 −1.73 0.29 0.10
EXIST2023_minority_class −45.43 0 −3.32 0 0.03

AI-UPV_1 (Model Selection) −3.65 0.76 −0.23 0.56 0.48
AI-UPV_2 (Ensemble) −2.74 0.78 −0.31 0.54 0.48
AI-UPV_3 (Adj. Ensemble) −2.58 0.78 −0.65 0.48 0.42

Table 9
Results of the proposed approaches for Task 3 on EN (English) instances.

Run ICM-Soft ICM-Soft Norm ICM-Hard ICM-Hard Norm F1

EXIST2023_test_gold_soft 9.13 1 2.04 1 1
EXIST2023_test_majority_class −8.21 0.69 −1.46 0.30 0.11
EXIST2023_test_minority_class −46.95 0 −2.93 0 0.03

AI-UPV_1 (Model Selection) −3.02 0.78 −0.15 0.56 0.46
AI-UPV_2 (Ensemble) −2.39 0.79 −0.20 0.55 0.46
AI-UPV_3 (Adj. Ensemble) −2.05 0.80 −0.50 0.49 0.41

could be conducted in future works. Additionally, the proposed ensemble model can easily be
extended to include also other Large Language Models that have shown promising performance
on similar tasks (e.g., LlaMA [39] or ELECTRA [40]).
Another possible improvement of the proposed approach refers to the inclusion of additional
features. While the proposed approach only considers the text within the tweet, sentiment
information and lexical characteristics (e.g., the usage of uppercase or emoji) have been shown
to be important clues for hate-related tasks. Moreover, despite previous works showing the
importance of author profiling and demonstrating the utility of exploiting annotators’ character-
istics in disagreement detection, this information for the test dataset has not yet been released –
making those strategies unfeasible for the participation in the challenge – but is a line of work
that we plan to investigate in the near future.
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